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The chain-form carbon clusters show a well-known periodicity in the electronic 

structures; the ground states of even-numbered clusters are triplet, with the exception of 

C2, while those of odd-numbered ones are singlet. This is the origin of an even/odd 

alternation observed in abundance, reactivity, and so on, both for neutral and ionic 

carbon clusters. The alternation reported for delayed electron detachment of anions is 

one of such examples. When chain-form carbon anions were stored in the magnetic 

ring, millisecond timescale auto-detachment was observed only for odd-numbered 

clusters except for C2
-
 [1].  This is most likely the outcome of the even/odd alternation 

in the radiative cooling scheme. 

When an H atom is attached to one of the end carbons of an even-numbered carbon 

cluster, it will induce considerable change in the electronic structure. The even-

numbered carbon clusters are highly cumulenic formally written as (C=C)n, while 

chemical bonding nature of H-capped cluster is H-(CC)n. In other words, the attached 

H atom changes the cumulene into the polyyne. As for the anionic species, C2nH
-
 is the 

isoelectronic species of the stable HC2nH giving rise to the closed shell electronic 

structure, and attracts wide interest in cosmochemistry. C6H
-
 is the first molecular anion 

discovered in the interstellar space [2]. It was followed by successive finding of C2nH
-
 

family implying that such anionic polyynes, together with the carbon cluster anions, 

may play an important role in the molecular evolution in a carbon-rich environment. 

The major formation channel is considered to be a two-body collision of the neutral and 

e
-
, and the evaluation of the radiative cooling rate of highly excited anions is 

indispensable for understanding of the anion abundance in space. 

We will show the contrasting radiative cooling schemes of C5
-
, C6

-
, and C6H

-
, which 

are the representatives of the odd-numbered, the even-numbered carbon cluster anions, 

and the polyyne anions, respectively. The experiments were performed using an 

electrostatic ion storage ring at Tokyo Metropolitan University (TMU E-ring) [3]. Hot 

anions were stored in the ring where they were gradually cooled by emitting IR or 

visible photons. After a specific storage time, the anions were reheated by a pulsed laser 

resulting in electron emission. The neutral particles generated by delayed detachment, at 

least after 17 s survival as the anion, were selectively detected. The total yield and the 

decay profiles as a function of time after reheating were analyzed in detail, for various 

storage times and excitation energies. The radiative cooling of C5
-
 and C6H

-
 is 

reasonably explained by the vibrational radiative cooling, whereas that of C6
-
 needs 

significant contribution of recurrent fluorescence, as the case of PAH anions [4]. 
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